Welcome to the Gilbert Advanced Manufacturing Facility!

Dynetics has expanded our capabilities where our customers can design, prototype, and manufacture their projects on our Huntsville campus. The new Gilbert Advanced Manufacturing Facility adds 78,000 sq. ft for large manufacturing as well as assembly. We will now increase our current production volume and offer classified manufacturing.

LET’S TAKE A LOOK INSIDE...

78,000 square feet for assembly

200+ engineers, technicians, & machinists

30,000+ circuit boards created annually

THE DYNETICS DIFFERENCE

The Gilbert Facility offers a high mix/low volume production line, which makes it appealing to the customers needing to fill a niche manufacturing run.

30,000+ circuit boards created annually

AGILE, INNOVATIVE MANUFACTURING

GroundAware® is a family of reconfigurable, short and long range surveillance sensors for real-time situational awareness of critical infrastructure.

Our automotive testing products are engineering tools for the entire life cycle of commercial vehicles. Our systems are integrated on the floor at assembly plants, engineering technical centers, and proving grounds around the world.

Our electronics manufacturing capabilities allow for our suite of avionics products and printed circuit boards to be built with better efficiency, cutting production time by weeks.

The final product assembly of large and small systems allows for all our teams to bring together electrical and mechanical components and build complete systems in a single area of production.

Our employees will build and assemble COMPONENTS and END-TO-END systems.
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